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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009129860A1] The present invention relates to a method for operating at least one discharge lamp (LP) in a circuit arrangement
comprising an input with a first and a second input connection for connecting a DC supply voltage (U Zw); an output with at least one first and
a second output connection for connecting the at least one discharge lamp (LP); an inverter with at least one first (T1) and a second electronic
switch (T2), said switches being coupled in series between the first and the second input connection, wherein a middle point (M) of the inverter
is formed between the first (T1) and the second switch (T2); an ignition device comprising a lamp choke (L1) and a resonance capacitor (C2); a
preheating device comprising the series connection of a primary inductor (P1), a third electronic switch (T3) and a current measurement resistor
(R1) and coupled between the middle point (M) of the inverter and the second input connection, and a first (SI1) and a second (SI2) secondary
inductor coupled to the primary winding (P1), wherein the first (SI1) secondary inductor is coupled to the first output connection and the second
secondary inductor (SI2) is coupled to the second output connection; a control device (MC) coupled to the current measurement resistor (R1), at
least two sets of operating parameters associated with different types of discharge lamps being stored in said control device, wherein one set of
operating parameters represents a current operating parameter set, wherein the control device (MC) is designed to actuate at least the first (T1),
the second (T2) and the third (T3) electronic switch according to the current operating parameter set; wherein in the preheating phase a first value
(Res1neu) of the voltage drop correlating with the reciprocal of the electrical resistance of at least one coil (E1) of the at least one discharge lamp
(LP) is determined by way of the current measurement resistor (R1) at a first time (t1), and a second value (Res2neu) of the voltage drop correlating
with the reciprocal of the electrical resistance of the at least one coil (E1) of the at least one discharge lamp (LP) is determined by way of the current
measurement resistor (R1) at a second time (t2), wherein the second time (t2) is after the first time (t1); characterized by the following steps: a)
determining the difference between the first (Res1neu) and the second  value (Res2neu) (step 140); b) b1) if the difference is greater than a first
threshold value (S1) (steps 150 through 230): Executing an algorithm for lamp type recognition; b2) if the difference is not greater than the first
threshold value (S1): c1) if the difference is greater than a second threshold value (S2), wherein the second threshold value (S2) is less than the first
threshold value (S1) (step 240): d1) if the second value is greater than a third threshold value (S3) (step 270): Determining a coil short circuit (step
280); d2) if the second value is not greater than the third threshold value (S3): operating the lamp using the current set of operating parameters (step
290). The invention also relates to a corresponding circuit arrangement for operating at least one discharge lamp (LP).
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